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Abstract

Clavicle fractures are very common and nearly all clavicle fractures heal with simple conservative methods. Clavicle fractures are also rather frequent in athletes as well as the ordinary young, active people because of simple falls and accidents. In this review, current treatment modalities for clavicle fractures in athletes and young active patients are given briefly. Those suggestions may also be beneficial for a person seeking for a faster recovery.
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Introduction

Clavicle fractures are known since the beginning of mankind. Although it is very common, nearly all heals with simple conservative methods. That may be the reason why it is neglected for a long time. Now, we know that clavicle is an important bone for the shoulder girdle and its movements. Maintaining the length, rotation, and alignment of clavicle is important especially for an upper extremity performing elite athlete to continue his/her skills and abilities after a fracture. This review is based on treatment of clavicular fractures especially for an athlete and a young active patient seeking for a faster recovery.

Fractures of the Clavicle

Clavicle fractures are one of the most frequent fractures; nearly 2% to 5% of all fractures in adults and 10% to 15% in children, and 35% of injuries of the shoulder girdle involve clavicle [1-5]. Fractures of the clavicle also show a bimodal age distribution as young male patients less than 30 years of age and elderly patients over 70 years of age [4]. In adults, more than 70% of these fractures occur at the midshaft of the clavicle, and these injuries are more likely to be displaced as compared with medial and lateral third fractures. In children, up to 90% of clavicle fractures are midshaft fractures [1,3,4,6]. Medial third accounts for 2-3% and lateral third for 25-28% [1,3,4].

There are several classification systems in the literature. In this review, the given classification is Edinburgh Classification. This classification is rather simple, accepted with satisfactory levels of inter-observer variation for reliability, and maintains similar outcome results [5]. This classification based on the anatomic location, displacement, comminution, and articular involvement. Figure 1 is an illustration of this classification.

Traditionally, nonsurgical management has been favored as the initial treatment modality for most clavicle fractures because high nonunion rates had been reported after operative treatment in the literature [7,8]. We know that conservative treatment may come with its burden as long immobilization period, malunion, clavicle shortening, muscle weakness, and cosmetic problems [9,10]. Since the main concern of this review is treatment of athletes and young adults, more rapid healing and returning back to sports will be especially given for treatment type. It does not mean plating or nailing every clavicle crack. In Figure 2, a successful union of a comminuted clavicle fracture treated with conservative methods is also given. Never forget that nearly all clavicle fractures unite with conservative treatment and dealing with an infected non-union of a previously operated clavicle is one of the worst scenarios an orthopedic surgeon may experience.

The clavicle fractures can result from either an indirect trauma with a fall to an outstretched arm or, much less commonly, they occur with a direct blow to the clavicle. For adults the most common causes are MVC, sports injuries, fall, and direct trauma [2,11,12]. For sports injuries, indirect traumas are more common but in football, rugby, cycling, or skiing; fractures may happen with direct traumas. Accepted emergent operative treatment for clavicle fractures are open fractures, accompanying neurovascular injury, and floating shoulder [11].

Clavicular fractures generally produce an obvious painful deformity, with local tenderness over the fracture. There is often downward displacement of the lateral fragment of the fractured clavicle under the weight of the shoulder and elevation of the medial fragment by pull of the sternocleidomastoid muscle. Prominent sharp end of the medial fragment could produce a buttonhole at the skin in many cases. In rare cases, there could be a compression of the mediastinum, or the major vessels with the posterior displacement of the medial fragment of the clavicle. The whole arm distal to the fracture should

Figure 1: Illustration of Edinburgh classification.
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Figure 2: A successful union of a comminuted clavicle fracture treated with conservative methods.

Figure 3: 3D CT of a comminuted clavicle fracture.

be examined for brachial plexus or vascular injury. Neurovascular injury may happen either directly by displaced fracture fragments or by stretching injuries. A difference in blood pressure between the two upper extremities suggests a vascular injury, and arterial doppler or arteriography should be done if there is a suspicion.

The radiographic diagnosis is usually made on a single anteroposterior shoulder view. In the literature, posteroanterior 15° caudal view radiograph for determining the shortening of clavicle is also mentioned. Spiral computerized tomography (CT) gives the best results especially for a preoperative planning of a comminuted fracture [13]. In Figure 3, a 3D CT of a comminuted clavicle fracture is given. Complete chest and rib examination also needed in clavicle fractures. It is not uncommon a clavicle fracture complicated with pneumothorax, hemothorax or flair chest [4,6].

Treatment of Medial-end Clavicular Fractures (Edinburgh Type 1)

Fractures of the medial third of clavicle are rare, and nearly always non/minimal displaced, and nearly all treated conservatively. A simple a shoulder sling or strap between 2-6 weeks is enough for treatment [4]. The main aim of the treatment is patient’s comfort and pain reduction. Early range of motion is encouraged. A structured rehabilitation ensures a satisfactory outcome for most patients. To protect the healing clavicle, it is important to avoid contact sports for a minimum of 2-5 months. Emergent surgical treatment is required when there is compression on mediastinal structures because of the posterior displacement. Stability of this fracture depends on the integrity of the costoclavicular ligament. If it is torn, the lateral fragment displaces anteriorly and may overlap the medial fragment. Either closed or open reduction under general anesthesia has to be performed. After the adequate reduction, the fixation can be done with plates, Balser plate, interosseous sutures or screws [6,14]. The use of unthreaded pins or K-wires are dangerous, and there are many complications of migration to vital organs in the literature [3,4]. For the young patients, it has to be kept in mind that medial epiphysis of the clavicle does not ossify up to 18 years age and does not fuse before 25 years of age [15]. It is important to differentiate sternoclavicular joint (SCJ) dislocation with type 1 fracture because of the remodelling potential. For those cases a CT or an MRI is a better choice for screening.

Treatment of Shaft Fractures (Edinburgh Type 2)

There is general agreement that non-displaced fractures (type 2A) should be treated nonoperatively [3,4,16]. The traditional choice of the treatment of displaced fractures is also mainly conservative. For my belief, the reason this choice was the bad results of operative treatment such as high risk of non-union, implant irritation, and infection with old-fashioned (era) surgical methods and implants [7].

The main methods of conservative treatment were: Shoulder sling, which has some issues of stability and maintaining the reduction; strap, which may be responsible for axillary pressure sores, compression of the neurovascular bundle, and higher rates of nonunion; taping, which has low power for maintaining stability, skin problems, and difficulty in easing the pain. Unless which method you are using, the immobilization period depends for the acute pain’s subsidence (like 3-6 weeks), and patients are encouraged to undertake normal activities as pain allows. Recovery of the range of motion and function of the shoulder is usually swift if the fracture unites, and sometimes physiotherapy required. Most patients respond well to self-administered program of range-of-motion and muscle-strengthening exercises. The return to contact sports is about 4-6 months.

After a mid-shaft of clavicle in an elite athlete or an active young person, the main concern is when he/she can return to training, job and when will start contact sports and daily life. In nowadays, apart from the athletes, ordinary young people also require for a shorter time for returning back to sports and need their arm’s power restored as before with less bad cosmetic results. Clavicle will heal with conservative methods but needs time. That’s why especially for a young person who insists on returning back to sports or labor, surgical treatment has to be chosen. There are variety of methods could be chosen from surgical treatment. The orthopaedic surgeon has to keep in mind that stable fixation (absolute or relative stability) essential for a fast recovery.

Plate fixation

This technique provides immediate rigid stabilization and pain relief and facilitates early mobilization and somehow the golden method for operative treatment [3,4,12,16-19]. Currently, the most commonly used implants are dynamic compression, or locking plates. Reconstruction plates are not used anymore because of their weak resistance to deforming forces that leads to non/malunion. In Figure 4, an implant failure and non-union of a clavicle fracture fixed with reconstruction plate is given. Site-specific precontoured locking...
plates have recently been on the market, which is popularized for less prominence under skin, and high resistance to deforming forces with locking screws [11,20]. Although their success rate is high, be aware of the complications which are infection, plate failures, skin irritation, keloid scars, non-union, and iatrogenic neurovascular injury [11]. Every company has some different sizes and shapes of plates in their tray. You have to choose which one is better fitted to the patient’s clavicle’s superior shape, and size. In Figure 5, a successful union of a comminuted clavicle fracture, achieved with precontoured locked plate is given. There are some investigations on going whether the shapes and the sizes of the plates in the market are suitable for every person or “person specific plates” are required. Also some companies start to produce plates, which are precontoured for anterior/antero-inferior contours of clavicle. Although the biomechanical testing is less secure than the superior position, lower neurovascular complication rates while implantation and similar union rates makes them also favorable [11,21]. In Figure 6, a successful union of a clavicle fracture, achieved with anterior locked plate is given. One new trend is percutaneous plating, which is getting popular. With this method, the facture site does not opened and provoked healing and shorter union time may benefitted [22]. In the surgery, care has to given for the main principles of fracture treatment such as protecting the soft tissue coverage, and periost, and anatomic reduction. Debates are still going on going whether using bone grafts, DBM, or putty in fresh fractures or just locking screws [11,20]. The most popular method is the new antegrade titanium nails, passed through an anteromedial entry point in the medial fragment. An entry hole has produced by awl with respecting the costoclavicular ligament and SCJ capsule. This could be done under image intensifier with closed or open manner. Although this is a rather simple technique, it may result with many complications. The most common one is telescoping and shortening of the clavicle after the operation especially in comminuted fractures since the nail is not static. High rates of implant breakage, temporary brachial plexus palsy, skin irritations, and delayed pain relief are the other known complications [4,6,17]. Newly published papers are mentioning IMN combination with MIPO plates for the treatment of comminuted fractures without telescoping and shortening of clavicle after the operation [22]. In Figure 7, treatment of a clavicle fracture with a new generation IMN is given.

**External fixators**

They are useful only in open fractures, massive skin irritations, temporary fixation for damage control, and infected non-unions [26]. Unilateral or semicircular fixators are suitable for the fixation. Meticulous care has to give for preventing iatrogenic neurovascular complications. They don’t have a rational role in treatment of an acute simple shaft fractures.

**Treatment of Lateral-End Clavicular Fractures (Edinburgh Type 3)**

Most of the lateral-end fractures of clavicle are minimally displaced and extraarticular. The coronoid and trapezoid ligaments, with the help of intact periosteum, holds the distal part non-displaced usually. Therefore, for the majority of cases, conservative methods are suitable for treatment. Using a shoulder sling or strap for a limited time is generally enough with successful results [4,6,17]. If the fracture is displaced (Type 3B); there is also a debate for choosing the treatment type. Although conservative treatment is favored with good results with less complication, most of the patients in those studies were mid aged sedentary people whom can handle some pain with minimal loss of function [6]. We have to know for an athlete or a young active person; they need a very well reconstructed shoulder girdle to perform their skills or labor. Therefore, operative treatment is more considerable for a young person especially involving with overhead activities. There are some methods, and implants on the market and none of them generally accepted for the golden standard for the operative treatment of this fracture [6,11,27-32].

**Intramedullary fixation**

Unlike the general Intra Medullary Nails (IMN) for the long bones, clavicles’ sigmoid shape, and narrow medullary canal, make a proximal and distal locking nail design impossible. There are variety of intramedullary devices in the market such as K-wires, Knowles pins, Hangie pins, Rockwood pins, and elastic titanium intramedullary nail [25]. Although there is biomechanical evidence to suggest that plate fixation provides a stronger construct than intramedullary fixation, IMN gives a minimally invasive approach with biological healing, better cosmetic results, less periosteal stripping and less soft tissue destruction [4,25]. The most popular method is the new antegrade titanium nails, passed through an anteromedial entry point in the medial fragment. An entry hole has produced by awl with respecting the costoclavicular ligament and SCJ capsule. This could be done under image intensifier with closed or open manner. Although this is a rather simple technique, it may result with many complications. The most common one is telescoping and shortening of the clavicle after the operation especially in comminuted fractures since the nail is not static. High rates of implant breakage, temporary brachial plexus palsy, skin irritations, and delayed pain relief are the other known complications [4,6,17]. Newly published papers are mentioning IMN combination with MIPO plates for the treatment of comminuted fractures without telescoping and shortening of clavicle after the operation [22]. In Figure 7, treatment of a clavicle fracture with a new generation IMN is given.

**External fixators**

They are useful only in open fractures, massive skin irritations, temporary fixation for damage control, and infected non-unions [26]. Unilateral or semicircular fixators are suitable for the fixation. Meticulous care has to give for preventing iatrogenic neurovascular complications. They don’t have a rational role in treatment of an acute simple shaft fractures.

**Treatment of Lateral-End Clavicular Fractures (Edinburgh Type 3)**

Most of the lateral-end fractures of clavicle are minimally displaced and extraarticular. The coronoid and trapezoid ligaments, with the help of intact periosteum, holds the distal part non-displaced usually. Therefore, for the majority of cases, conservative methods are suitable for treatment. Using a shoulder sling or strap for a limited time is generally enough with successful results [4,6,17]. If the fracture is displaced (Type 3B); there is also a debate for choosing the treatment type. Although conservative treatment is favored with good results with less complication, most of the patients in those studies were mid aged sedentary people whom can handle some pain with minimal loss of function [6]. We have to know for an athlete or a young active person; they need a very well reconstructed shoulder girdle to perform their skills or labor. Therefore, operative treatment is more considerable for a young person especially involving with overhead activities. There are some methods, and implants on the market and none of them generally accepted for the golden standard for the operative treatment of this fracture [6,11,27-32].

**Intramedullary fixation**

Unlike the general Intra Medullary Nails (IMN) for the long bones, clavicles’ sigmoid shape, and narrow medullary canal, make a proximal and distal locking nail design impossible. There are variety of intramedullary devices in the market such as K-wires, Knowles pins, Hangie pins, Rockwood pins, and elastic titanium intramedullary nail [25]. Although there is biomechanical evidence to suggest that plate fixation provides a stronger construct than intramedullary fixation, IMN gives a minimally invasive approach with biological healing, better cosmetic results, less periosteal stripping and less soft tissue destruction [4,25]. The most popular method is the new antegrade titanium nails, passed through an anteromedial entry point in the medial fragment. An entry hole has produced by awl with respecting the costoclavicular ligament and SCJ capsule. This could be done under image intensifier with closed or open manner. Although this is a rather simple technique, it may result with many complications. The most common one is telescoping and shortening of the clavicle after the operation especially in comminuted fractures since the nail is not static. High rates of implant breakage, temporary brachial plexus palsy, skin irritations, and delayed pain relief are the other known complications [4,6,17]. Newly published papers are mentioning IMN combination with MIPO plates for the treatment of comminuted fractures without telescoping and shortening of clavicle after the operation [22]. In Figure 7, treatment of a clavicle fracture with a new generation IMN is given.

**External fixators**

They are useful only in open fractures, massive skin irritations, temporary fixation for damage control, and infected non-unions [26]. Unilateral or semicircular fixators are suitable for the fixation. Meticulous care has to give for preventing iatrogenic neurovascular complications. They don’t have a rational role in treatment of an acute simple shaft fractures.

**Treatment of Lateral-End Clavicular Fractures (Edinburgh Type 3)**

Most of the lateral-end fractures of clavicle are minimally displaced and extraarticular. The coronoid and trapezoid ligaments, with the help of intact periosteum, holds the distal part non-displaced usually. Therefore, for the majority of cases, conservative methods are suitable for treatment. Using a shoulder sling or strap for a limited time is generally enough with successful results [4,6,17]. If the fracture is displaced (Type 3B); there is also a debate for choosing the treatment type. Although conservative treatment is favored with good results with less complication, most of the patients in those studies were mid aged sedentary people whom can handle some pain with minimal loss of function [6]. We have to know for an athlete or a young active person; they need a very well reconstructed shoulder girdle to perform their skills or labor. Therefore, operative treatment is more considerable for a young person especially involving with overhead activities. There are some methods, and implants on the market and none of them generally accepted for the golden standard for the operative treatment of this fracture [6,11,27-32].

**Intramedullary fixation**

Unlike the general Intra Medullary Nails (IMN) for the long bones, clavicles’ sigmoid shape, and narrow medullary canal, make a proximal and distal locking nail design impossible. There are variety of intramedullary devices in the market such as K-wires, Knowles pins, Hangie pins, Rockwood pins, and elastic titanium intramedullary nail [25]. Although there is biomechanical evidence to suggest that plate fixation provides a stronger construct than intramedullary fixation, IMN gives a minimally invasive approach with biological healing, better cosmetic results, less periosteal stripping and less soft tissue destruction [4,25]. The most popular method is the new antegrade titanium nails, passed through an anteromedial entry point in the medial fragment. An entry hole has produced by awl with respecting the costoclavicular ligament and SCJ capsule. This could be done under image intensifier with closed or open manner. Although this is a rather simple technique, it may result with many complications. The most common one is telescoping and shortening of the clavicle after the operation especially in comminuted fractures since the nail is not static. High rates of implant breakage, temporary brachial plexus palsy, skin irritations, and delayed pain relief are the other known complications [4,6,17]. Newly published papers are mentioning IMN combination with MIPO plates for the treatment of comminuted fractures without telescoping and shortening of clavicle after the operation [22]. In Figure 7, treatment of a clavicle fracture with a new generation IMN is given.
Plate fixation

An adequate stable plate fixation can be achieved only if the distal fragment is large enough to hold a minimum two bicortical screws [6]. Therefore in the past studies the non-union rates were considerably high because the fragments usually are small and comminuted in most of the cases. Those reconstruction or tubular plates cannot fix those small particles to the plate. Nowadays, many companies start to produce specific plates, which have multiple fixation holes with thin locked screws in the lateral end, and have regular locked screws for the shaft. Those kinds of plates may improve the stability with anatomic reduction [33]. In Figure 8, a successful union of a distal end a comminuted clavicle fracture, achieved with a new age distal clavicle locked plate is given. The clavicular hook plate was also developed for treatment of those fractures especially when the distal fragment is too small [34,35]. The plate has an offset lateral hook, designed to engage distal to the posterior aspect of the acromion. The results were favorable when it was compared to k-wires fixation [34]. The results may vary according to shoulder stiffness, acromioclavicular osteoarthritis, skin disturbance, osteolysis, and inadequate fixation with improper positioning of the plate [6]. Most surgeons advise routine plate removal at three months postoperatively for avoiding some of the complications but this may lead to non-union or refracture. Therefore, it is not a first choice of implant for an athlete or a young active person.

Coracoclavicular screw

The use of a coracoclavicular screw was first described in the treatment of acromioclavicular joint subluxation (Bosworth technique) and it is a technically demanding method that fixes the distal fragment to the coracoid process with a screw with/without a washer [36]. The results may vary in the literature and mainly investigated in small groups. Implant removal also needed afterwards. It can be used in some selected cases only regarding to high complication rate, and high technical demand.

Kirschner wire fixation

This technique was very popular in the late 60’s and this was the only choice a surgeon had at that time. In Figure 9, a successful union of a distal end a clavicle fracture, achieved k-wires combined with cerclage wire is given. The results may vary and complications are unpredictable starting from non-union ending with migration of the wire into vital organs and main vessels. Therefore, it is not a recommended choice of implant now.

Suture and sling techniques

Coracoclavicular sling and synthetic graft ligaments have been used to reconstruct the coracoclavicular ligaments in acromioclavicular joint (ACJ) dislocations, both as the primary stabilization and as reinforcement of other fixation techniques with good functional results [37-40]. Graft either is looped around the coracoid and over the fractured distal clavicle fragment to form a sling or passed through drill-holes. Instead of grafts, non-absorbable materials can also be used (Tightrope system (Arthrex, Naples, FL)). Fixation can be done either with endobuttons or suture anchors. With this technique, stable fixation without absolute rigidity can be maintained, and no implant removal operation is required. The fixation has enough stability for allowing early motion [37,41]. Arthroscopic ligament reconstruction techniques to treat displaced lateral-end fractures have recently been described and claim to have better functional results with less soft tissue disruption [30,41-43].

Distal Clavicle Osteolysis (DCO)

This is a phenomenon, which commonly results after either from a shoulder trauma, or a stress reaction to intolerable levels of exercise. Apart from the trauma cases, especially weightlifters are at risk. The patient complains a dull ache around ACJ and distal clavicle, weakness and some pain in flexion and abduction. Radiography may show some localized osteoporosis, tapering, and sometimes some arthritic changes; MRI gives the best diagnostic details as demonstrating the bony edema in the distal clavicle, fluid in the acromioclavicular joint and cysts or erosions within the distal clavicle [44]. In Figure 10, a typical MRI slice of DCO is given. Fracture, gout, rheumatoid diseases, hyperparathyroidism, and Gorham’s massive osteolysis count for differential diagnosis. The main treatment based on conservative methods as rest, NSAI, magnetic field therapy, activity modifications, and ice; if it is refractory to all, surgical treatment is indicated as excision of distal clavicle.

Conclusion

Clavicle fractures are one of the most frequent fractures and although most of them can be treated with various conservative methods, surgical treatment among in athletes and active young patients is getting more popular. The ideas and treatment methods given in this review can be utilized in a patient who seeks for a faster recovery. Never forget that dealing with an infected non-union of a previously operated clavicle is one of the worst scenarios an orthopedic surgeon may experience.

Figure 10: A typical MRI slice of distal clavicle osteolysis.
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